Not the firet l(98 air rifle but the
latest, Diana's back in business!

Firearms distributor Edgar Brothers has
reintroduced iconic German airgun brand
Diana to the UK after it was feared the
725-year old company was to go out
of business. Diana was on the brink of
closure when German Sport Guns (GSG)
saw the opportunity and purchased it. After
working closely with Edgar Brothers for a
number ofyears, GSG was keen forthe
Cheshire-based distributor to add Diana to
its ever growing list of suppliers. Managing
director Derek Edgar said: "The future of
Diana wasn't looking too bright a couple
of years ago but there are some excellent

people behind the brand now, new designs
are being produced and it's got a great
future. The UK market is so different to
the Germany in terms of design; they want
long barrels whereas we want short barrels,
so there's been a lot of design work going
on behind the scenes and adjusting the
pricing to be more competitive. Diana is
going to be a good brand for us and a lot of
people are happy that it's back with a major
distributor."
Tobias Schmidt is the new sales
manager at Diana and has a strong vision
to drive the company fonrvard with the help

of Edgar Brothers. He said: "Both myself
and Derek Edgar agree thatthe UK market
is the strongest in Europe for Diana at the
moment. lt's important for us to develop new
products with Edgar Brothers because they
really know the demand, they know what
people want and we see them as a strong
partner. Our plan is to increase our standing
in the UK market by this time next year and
be a strong brand in five years' tlme."
A range of products will soon be
available to consumers, including the hotly
anticipated Mauser K98, based on the
German bolt-action rifle.

BOOTS
fhe new Pulsar Diglforce
86OVS monocular at a
prlce to good to lgnore

Pulsar
Disiforce
86oVS
The Pulsar Digiforce 860VS is a new digital

monocular featuring 6.5x magnification, a 640x480
CMOS sensor with a 640x480 LCD display. lt also
features a built-in adjustable 810nm lR illuminator
and there's a Weaver rail on the side to add
accessories such as an additional lR illuminator.
Never seen before at this price point the Digiforce
860VS can be powered by an external battery
pack has a video out port and three rangefinding
reticules. Being based on digital technology it is
also resistant to bright light exposure. The Digiforce
860VS has an SRP of L249.95 lnc. VAT and comes
with Pulsar's standard 3 year warranty.
Contact Thomas Jacks for more details 01789
264100 or email info@thomasjacks.co.uk
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SHOOTING SPORTS MAGAZ!NE

New for 2016, designed
for use on all terrains from
woodland to mountain and for
activities such as hunting out
on wild and rugged terrains.
This boot comprises of
a GORE - TEX6 lnsulated
lining which guarantees

warmth and dryness, and

a Hydrobloc@ Full Grain
Waxed Leather upper

which provides a controlled
internal micro-climate keeping your
feet comfortable at all times. The
exclusive Zamberlan@ Vibram@ Darwin
sole is made with a wider last to give
better comfort to broader feet and
for those who wear thicker socks for
extra warmth, it incorporates a higher
instep, a wider foot flex point and a
rounder roomier toe area as well as a
wide Achilles tendon area. The rubber
toe rei nforcement protects against
sharp rocks and other impediments.
The softer FLEX -SYSTEM junction on

the ankle zone helps keep the foot
rolling while hiking and provides
sturdiness whilst hiking over
uneven ground. The Hunter Pro GTX
RR are the perfect boot for those
who live, work and play outdoors in
all conditions and don't want to be
worrying about whether their feet
are dry, warm and comfortable.
Contact: CDA Ltd,01665 510660
mindful pr@outlook.com

